
Hellfest 2017- prologue „Second record syndrome”  

 

Getting down to writing this report of one of the biggest and most interesting festivals in Europe, I had to 

challenge myself with one old, worn-out, prominent mostly in music trade, so called „second record 

syndrome”. Most of reviewers, musicreporters already know what I mean by this. But what does it all 

have with festival? You see, last year’s edition was my first ever contact with this kind of prestigious and 

high rank of an event. I was overwhelmed by absolutely everything that I found there. I was simply 

stunned, and in state of awe I was collecting myself together for a long time after my return to home. 

What I saw and experienced there in Clisson, exceeded my highest expectations. So, what exactly is 

“second record syndrome” in this case? To put it in simple terms, after highly successful debut(in my 

experience), in both artistic and commercial sense, there was a possibility of drop in form and potential, 

exhaustion of ideas or some other disaster like  poor line up. This time I had a perspective of “normal” 

participant, without the debutant daze. 2016 edition swept me off my feet, collected positive feedback 

from me, It rose to the top in my ranking. Upcoming edition had potential to fall flat, without initial fresh 

feeling. New surroundings almost always intensifies flow of emotions and is almost a promise of 

unspecified exciting experiences on each step ahead. Familiar place on the other hand is just 

predictable. Choosing for the second time a trip to this quaint French spot, beneath my skin I was 

hoping for another dose of shock, musical earthquake, frequent orgasms caused by improvements on 

past shortcomings.  

 



Figuring out organizer’s way of thought I tried to guess if they’re still under pressure of pursuing 

perfection, or are they just regressing after gaining high enough reputation. It’s not only a matter of how 

skilled or talented are people contributing to this big success, but awareness of a fact that they’re 

competing not only with their “rivals” on the market, but also with their own achievements, which they 

have to surpass, create something better, because otherwise they will be marked as routiners without 

further potential. Along this problem, there is also a constant risk and pressure of various dangers on 

mass events. Terrorism attacks is another factor in potential participant’s decision making. Some of 

them just abandon the idea. 

But now getting back to the issue of my expectations, I’ve realized that they’re not entirely precise, and 

to be quite honest, I don’t really know exactly what do I want. And just to not get paranoid all of sudden, 

I sticked to a quote: (…)I’m scientifically minded. I like melodies, which I’ve already heard. Just like that. 

It’s… Because… Umm… It’s because of reminiscence. (…) 

 

Disregarding from my imagined dilemmas, we started our trip with a party of 16 members, in Wroclaw.  

After 20-hour travel, we checked in on Thursday, in picturesque  department of Atlantic Loara, near 

Nantes in Clisson – quiet, modest town, which for next three days, and twelfth time was destined to 

become the hell of metal music, and a place for pilgrimage of crowds thirsty for extreme experiences. 

 



We weren’t the only ones before starting date. Sizable group of metal fans already gathered before the 

gates of Hellcity, near the roundabout with rusty guitar. Picking a good spot on the campsite, picking up 

accreditation aren’t the sole reasons for joining in early. Festival city encourages to visit and learn about 

rich offer of second-hand music albums with lowered prices, tempts with presale of next editions 

passes, and nearby LeClerc allures with signed souvenirs. Most of us bought mandatory Hellfest’s 

wine with a full musical set of current edition on the etiquette. Wine is of course a local specia lty – 

muscadet. In the ranks of winemakers it’s the most underrated kind, and it explains it’s low price. It’s 

really refreshing, best spritzer. It’s taste is piercing, a bit salty, it smells and tastes like ocean. One sip 

and you know where you are! For my taste one of the better liquors for June’s sweltering heat in this 

region of France. 

 

Forecasted heat waves already occurred when we were closing in, surrounded by clouds of dust stirred 

from dirt paths guiding to festival’s city gates. Waiting in the line we noticed new installations around the 

fence. Hellfest is the only festival, which is surrounded with permanent decorations and elements of 

scenography. All of these impressive sculptress, fences, buildings, fountains are waiting for their three 

intensive days per year. It appears that many new additions came with this year. VIP entrance gates are 

these impressive imitations of amplifiers with striking orange color. Apparently the whole area in front of 

the main s tages was enlarged, without changing the limit of tickets and the infrastructure of press zone 

was improved. Tomorrow will tell how will it influence us, and now with accreditation passes on wrists, 

magic sticker for access in front of stages collected, we can and should rest now, revitalize, prepare 

equipment and schedule. Logistics must be precise and refined in details, so we won’t drown in a flood 

of bands drifting in current of fans, and get to the most important positions on the lineup. 

 



 

I’m falling asleep, but in my head my thoughts fight each other. Statistics and theories are equally 

untrustworthy as using schemes in all situations. There is always a portion of subjectivity in perception. 

But theorizing, segregating, and comparing is absolutely natural and appropriate. I’m drifting 

awayyyyyyyyyyy. 
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